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Love is in the air in New York City! The planet’s richest bachelor, Bruce Wayne, is in town for a charity
auction – and the highest bidder gets a date with Mr. Tall, Dark, and Brooding! Good thing Harley Quinn
just came into some money (please, whatever you do, don’t ask how). But can Bruce really spend a night
with Harley without her learning how he spends his nights?
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From Reader Review Harley Quinn Valentine's Day Special #1 for
online ebook

Andrea Paula says

Beeeem engraçado
E gostei na variação dos traços com os artistas convidados por mais que prefira o tradicional.
Ser um spin-off só da Harley Quinn também é muito curioso e divertido do jeito dela, tentando fazer o bem
com o mal e o temperamento explosivo.
muito bom

Mari?ina says

3,5 Stars.
Holy smokes Batman! The first thing i have to point out before starting my review is that the artist did an
amazing job designing Batman! I mean look at that:

Anyway now to the review: I am a huge fan of anything anti-hero and problematic and thank God even
though Harley is in general a better person than all the weirdos out there, she never loses her edgy and a bit
creepy self. Same here, she was equal parts of adorable and wacko and i loved her dearly, as for her romantic
ventures with Bruce, well that was an extra delight.

This issue even though it's only a special could have been a great start to a series, and it works as a very good
reminder of the fun you can have reading comics. Sometimes, yes the story can be a little bit icky but
nevertheless entertaining.

THOUGHTS ABOUT THE BOOK

- Loved Harley so much.
- Still not very sure about all those dream sequences.
- The artwork was great though.

Erika says

it BAFFLES me that a harley quinn valentine's day special is about her and bruce wayne and not her and
poison ivy? smh @world
to be fair i do live for ivy and harley's little stolen moments here and there so we're cool!!



Jamie (TheRebelliousReader) says

4 stars. This was so much fun. Harley Quinn is my #1 gal so I may be a bit biased here. The artwork was
good and vibrant and the story was actually really cute and I love that Harley was about justice for the less
fortunate but in her own, quirky way of course. The dream sequences that both Harley and Bruce were so
funny and entertaining and I loved them. The "villains" in this were campy and goofy and overall just made
this feel really lighthearted and fun. It's a great, quick read and I recommend it if you're a fan of Harley
Quinn. Also, I didn't think I could ever in this lifetime ship Bruce/Harley but dammit did this make me think
about the possibility. It wouldn't work, but it would be weird and cute while it lasted.

Angela Barbee says

4 and 1/2 stars. Great read

Gabriela says

The art in this comic was absolutely stunning. I loved the artist's drawing style and the characterization she
gave to both Harley and Batman but the lack of a good plot made the story fell flat for me.

Elizabeth says

While not a comic masterpiece, this release was an absolute blast to read.

The story was a lot of fun, and the humour was on point throughout. I just about died laughing during the
dream sequences, which were just absolutely too much fun. I enjoyed the dream sequence art better than the
primary art. The primary art was decent for the most part, but definitely got into this-could-be-parodied-by-
the-hawkeye-initiative territory at parts.

Overall, this was a lot of fun, and I would definitely recommend it to anyone looking for a quick, funny,
lighthearted comic read.

The Sapphic Nerd says

It's alright for the most part. This one doesn't grab me as much as the others, but it's still pretty good. There's
a lot of focus on Bruce Wayne/Batman. There's a little bit of Poison Ivy that'll make you smile, too. Ivy's
parts are my favourite. There are a few panels that look rushed or carelessly drawn but nothing too major.

Brandon says



I usually will wait for the trade to come out but because this book is a 'One Shot' deal I had to but the
magazine fearing that it wouldn't be included in the up coming vol. 2 trade and I'd miss it.

I'm glad I did.

Amanda Conners cover art is once again brilliantly whimsical and irreverent. She has yet to disappoint with
her take on Americas favorite psycho queen. The look on Batmans' face alone is worth the $5. She could
damn near sell her cover art as posters, IMO. The content inside also delivers. In your face slapstick comedy
all taking place in an absurd story that could never happen enhanced by two different dream sequences - one
for Harley and one for Batman - that may, at first, take the reader aback but provide some great moments -
the Batmobile covered in Bat poop - and everything works. Harley never goes out of character and the comic
moves at the breakneck speed I've come to expect from both Conner and Palmiottis' run with this character.
There'snot a dull page in this book and it will keep the reader constantly guessing. The only reservation I
have is that Harleys cast of circus freak/friends are underused but that's a minor complaint to yet another
brilliant installment in this series.

Francine says

Harley pagando más de un millón de dolares para tener una cita con Bruce es yoo

Lexxi Kitty says

Hmm, filling in the blanks in my review column is hard. Especially months after the fact. Like I'm writing
this here on 7/31/15 when I read the story on 5/14/15. Yet, I actually do remember this one here somewhat
vividly, so I can write a little something. So . . ..

Bruce Wayne is up for auction in one of those bachelor auctions. Harley, being Harley, decides to rob the
corrupt rich so she could have some money to win the auction.

An interesting enough little tease of a story. Um . . . nice art? heh. I've nothing really good or bad to say
about it. It was slightly better than okay. An average story. I suppose I gave it as much as 3 stars because 1)
it's a Harley Quinn story; 2) did I mention Harley Quinn is in the story?

Meg says

I was not the biggest fan of this one. Don't get me wrong, I'm all for silly it's one of the reasons that I love
Harley Quinn so much. But this was just a little bit too silly for my taste. I loved her and Batman though, I
thought that was hysterical! But there were some parts of this that I just found to be too silly and a little too
boring.



Amanda says

First Harley Quinn comic I've enjoyed in months, yay!

Francesca says

Harley is delightfully evilly cute in this issue. You can tell she is trying to turn over a new leaf and is become
more of an anti-hero then a villain. She is still going to cause mischief no matter what. I love how much
Harley loves animals, and how Ivy is her best friend. She is everything to love in a female anti-hero.

Mariana says

Bruce Wayne, yer millionaire butt is sooo mine.

I liked this one!


